Being Jamie Baker 1 Kelly
Oram
Getting the books Being Jamie Baker 1 Kelly Oram now is not type of
challenging means. You could not solitary going when book hoard or
library or borrowing from your links to entry them. This is an
categorically easy means to specifically get guide by on-line. This online
declaration Being Jamie Baker 1 Kelly Oram can be one of the options to
accompany you when having new time.
It will not waste your time. take me, the e-book will categorically
heavens you additional issue to read. Just invest tiny epoch to entre this
on-line broadcast Being Jamie Baker 1 Kelly Oram as skillfully as review
them wherever you are now.

A is for Abstinence Kelly Oram
2014-05-12 Six-time Grammy
Award-winning musician Kyle
Hamilton has it all--money, fame,
talent, good looks, and a job he
loves. His only regret in life:
walking away from a certain
notorious virgin because he was
too prideful, stubborn, and even
afraid to give her the only thing
she asked of him--his
abstinence.Four years and a broken
heart later, Kyle realizes that sex
isn't everything, and he suddenly
can't stop thinking about the girl
that got away. Virgin Val Jensen
got under his skin like no one else
ever has. He wasn't ready for her
then, but things are different now.
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He's grown up, he's learned a few
things, and he's finally figured out
exactly what he wants, or,
rather, who he wants.Kyle
Hamilton wants a do-over, and
this time he's willing to do--or not
do--whatever it takes.
Girl Last Seen Nina Laurin
2017-06-20 Two missing girls.
Thirteen years apart. An intense
psychological thriller for readers
of I Am Watching You, The
Luckiest Girl Alive, and All the
Missing Girls. Olivia Shaw has been
missing since last Tuesday. She
was last seen outside the entrance
of her elementary school in Hunts
Point wearing a white spring
jacket, blue jeans, and pink boots. I
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the photo, into her slightly
smudged features, and I can't bring
myself to move. Olivia Shaw
could be my mirror image, rewound
to thirteen years ago. If you have
any knowledge of Olivia Shaw's
whereabouts or any relevant
information, please contact... I've
spent a long time peering into the
faces of girls on missing posters,
wondering which one replaced me in
that basement. But they were never
quite the right age, the right look,
the right circumstances. Until
Olivia Shaw, missing for one week
tomorrow. Whoever stole me was
never found. But since I was taken,
there hasn't been another girl. And
now there is.
Punk 57 Penelope Douglas
2016-10-18 From New York Times
Bestselling Author, Penelope
Douglas, comes the latest
standalone love-hate romance...
"We were perfect together. Until
we met." Misha I can't help but
smile at the lyrics in her letter.
She misses me. In fifth grade, my
teacher set us up with pen pals
from a different school. Thinking I
was a girl, with a name like Misha,
the other teacher paired me up with
her student, Ryen. My teacher,
believing Ryen was a boy like me,
agreed. It didn't take long for us
to figure out the mistake. And in no
time at all, we were arguing about
everything. The best take-out
pizza. Android vs. iPhone. Whether
or not Eminem is the greatest
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

rapper ever... And that was the
start. For the next seven years, it
was us. Her letters are always on
black paper with silver writing.
Sometimes there's one a week or
three in a day, but I need them. She's
the only one who keeps me on
track, talks me down, and accepts
everything I am. We only had three
rules. No social media, no phone
numbers, no pictures. We had a
good thing going. Why ruin it?
Until I run across a photo of a
girl online. Name's Ryen, loves
Gallo's pizza, and worships her
iPhone. What are the chances?
F*ck it. I need to meet her. I just
don't expect to hate what I find.
Ryen He hasn't written in three
months. Something's wrong. Did he
die? Get arrested? Knowing Misha,
neither would be a stretch.
Without him around, I'm going
crazy. I need to know someone is
listening. It's my own fault. I
should've gotten his phone number
or picture or something. He could
be gone forever. Or right under my
nose, and I wouldn't even know it.
*Punk 57 is a stand alone New
Adult romance. It is suitable for
ages 18+.
The Berlin Boxing Club Robert
Sharenow 2011-05-17 Sydney
Taylor Award-winning novel
Berlin Boxing Club is loosely
inspired by the true story of boxer
Max Schmeling's experiences
following Kristallnacht.
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masterful historical novel" in a
starred review. Karl Stern has
never thought of himself as a Jew;
after all, he's never even been in a
synagogue. But the bullies at his
school in Nazi-era Berlin don't
care that Karl's family doesn't
practice religion. Demoralized by
their attacks against a heritage he
doesn't accept as his own, Karl
longs to prove his worth. Then
Max Schmeling, champion boxer and
German hero, makes a deal with
Karl's father to give Karl boxing
lessons. A skilled cartoonist,
Karl has never had an interest in
boxing, but now it seems like the
perfect chance to reinvent himself.
But when Nazi violence against
Jews escalates, Karl must take on
a new role: family protector. And
as Max's fame forces him to
associate with Nazi elites, Karl
begins to wonder where his hero's
sympathies truly lie. Can Karl
balance his boxing dreams with his
obligation to keep his family out
of harm's way? Includes an
author's note and sources page
detailing the factual inspirations
behind the novel.
Love, Lucas Chantele Sedgwick
2015-05-05 A 2015 Whitney
Award Nominee! A powerful story
of loss, second chances, and first
love, reminiscent of Sarah Dessen
and John Green. When Oakley
Nelson loses her older brother,
Lucas, to cancer, she thinks she’ll
never recover. Between her parents’
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

arguing and the battle she’s
fighting with depression, she feels
nothing inside but a hollow
emptiness. When Mom suggests they
spend a few months in California
with Aunt Jo, Oakley isn’t sure a
change of scenery will alter
anything, but she’s willing to give
it a try. In California, Oakley
discovers a sort of safety and
freedom in Aunt Jo’s beach house.
Once they’re settled, Mom hands
her a notebook full of letters
addressed to her—from Lucas. As
Oakley reads one each day, she
realizes how much he loved her, and
each letter challenges her to be
better and to continue to enjoy
her life. He wants her to move on.
If only it were that easy. But then
a surfer named Carson comes into
her life, and Oakley is blindsided. He
makes her feel again. As she lets him
in, she is surprised by how much she
cares for him, and that’s when
things get complicated. How can
she fall in love and be happy when
Lucas never got the chance to do
those very same things? With her
brother’s dying words as guidance,
Oakley knows she must learn to
listen and trust again. But will
she have to leave the past behind
to find happiness in the future? Sky
Pony Press, with our Good Books,
Racehorse and Arcade imprints, is
proud to publish a broad range of
books for young readers—picture
books for small children, chapter
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readers, and novels for young
adults. Our list includes
bestsellers for children who love
to play Minecraft; stories told
with LEGO bricks; books that
teach lessons about tolerance,
patience, and the environment, and
much more. While not every title
we publish becomes a New York
Times bestseller or a national
bestseller, we are committed to
books on subjects that are
sometimes overlooked and to
authors whose work might not
otherwise find a home.
Come Back to Me Mila Gray
2015-12-08 In this heartwrenching tale of love and loss, a
young Marine and his best friend’s
sister plunge into a forbidden love
affair while he’s home on leave.
When a Marine Chaplain knocks on
her door, Jessa’s heart
breaks—someone she loves is dead.
Killed in action, but is it Riley or
Kit? Her brother or her boyfriend…
Three months earlier, Marine Kit
Ryan finds himself back home on
leave and dangerously drawn to
his best friend Riley’s sister,
Jessa—the one girl he can’t have.
Exhausted from fighting his
feelings, Kit finally gives in, and
Jessa isn’t strong enough to resist
diving headfirst into a passionate
relationship. But what was just
supposed to be a summer romance
develops into something far
greater than either of them
expected. Jessa’s finally found the
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

man of her dreams and Kit’s finally
discovered there’s someone he’d
sacrifice everything for. When it’s
time for Kit to redeploy, neither
one is ready to say goodbye. Jessa
vows to wait for him and Kit
promises to come home to her. No
matter what. But as Jessa stands
waiting for the Marine Chaplain to
break her heart, she can’t help but
feel that Kit has broken his
promise… Riley or Kit? Kit or Riley?
Her brother or her boyfriend?
Who’s coming home to her?
Hero Perry Moore 2008 Thom
Creed, the gay son of a disowned
superhero, finds that he, too, has
special powers and is asked to join
the very League that rejected his
father, and it is there that Thom
finds other misfits whom he can
finally trust.
Struck Jennifer Bosworth
2012-05-08 After a major
earthquake devastates Los
Angeles, seventeen-year-old Mia
wants only to take care of her
younger brother and traumatized
mother, but two fanatical
doomsday cults vie for her
powers, drawn from the multiple
lightning strikes she has
experienced.
The Avery Shaw Experiment Kelly
Oram 2013-11 When Avery
Shaw's heart is shattered by her
life-long best friend, she chooses
to deal with it the only way she
knows how-scientifically. The
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Avery decides to use her broken
heart as the topic of her
experiment. She's going to find the
cure. By forcing herself to
experience the seven stages of grief
through a series of social tests,
she believes she will be able to get
over Aiden Kennedy and make herself
ready to love again. But she can't
do this experiment alone, and her
partner (ex partner ) is the one
who broke her heart. Avery finds
the solution to her troubles in the
form of Aiden's older brother
Grayson. The gorgeous womanizer
is about to be kicked off the
school basketball team for failing
physics. He's in need of a good
tutor and some serious extra
credit. But when Avery recruits
the lovable Grayson to be her
"objective outside observer," she
gets a whole lot more than she
bargained for, because Grayson
has a theory of his own: Avery
doesn't need to grieve. She needs to
live. And if there's one thing
Grayson Kennedy is good at, it's
living life to the fullest.
Ungifted Gordon Korman 2014-02
Donovan, whose real gift is
getting into trouble, finds himself
at an academy for gifted students!
Donovan is definitely skilled . . . at
getting into trouble. And when one
of his thoughtless pranks
accidentally destroys the school
gym during the Big Game, with the
superintendent watching, he knows
he's in for it. Suspension at best,
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

maybe expulsion. Either way, a
lawsuit and paying for damages.
But through a strange chain of
events, his name gets put on the
list for the local school for
gifted students: the Academy for
Scholastic Distinction. Donovan
knows he's not a genius, but he
can't miss this chance to escape.
Now, he has to figure out a way
to stay at ASD -- and fit in with
the kids there. And who knows,
maybe his real gift will come to
light . . . A new story from the
master of middle-grade and YA
humour Gordon Korman, Ungifted is
a funny exploration of the special
(and often surprising) talents
that make each of us gifted in our
own way.
Don't Rush Me Jackie May
2018-02-06 *This is a slow burn
REVERSE HAREM
romance.*TRIGGER WARNING: this
story contains content that may
trigger readers sensitive to
violence and sexual
assault."Jackie May has created a
world of epic proportions that
demands complete reader thrall
until the very last page." Melissa Haag, Author of Fury
FrayedMost humans have no idea
that a dark and deadly
underworld, filled with magic and
monsters, exists. They wander
through life blissfully ignorant of
the supernatural world around
them. Nora Jacobs is different.
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hellish creatures haunt the
streets of Detroit.Thanks to a
unique set of psychic abilities,
Nora has managed to steer clear
of the underworld most of her life.
But all that changes the night the
most powerful vampire in the city
discovers her gifts and decides to
use her as a tool to find one of his
missing clan members.As if that's
not bad enough, Nora believes she's
cursed. All her life, people,
especially men, have been drawn to
her--some to the point of
obsession and violence.
Underworlders, it seems, are not
immune to this curse, and now she's
caught the attention of some of
the most dangerous monsters in
the city.Neck deep in an
investigation only she can solve,
Nora quickly makes as many new
allies as she does enemies. Her
biggest problem is staying alive
long enough to decide which is
which.
The Last Field Party Abbi Glines
2022-11-22 The seventh and final
book in the #1 New York Times
bestselling Field Party series--a
Southern soap opera filled with
football, cute boys, and pick-up
trucks--from USA TODAY
bestselling author Abbi Glines. The
couples from the previous books in
the Field Party series gather for a
special event ten years in the
future that will impact each of
their lives.
Relentless Karen Lynch
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

2013-12-26 Sara Grey’s world
shattered ten years ago when her
father was brutally murdered.
Now at seventeen, she is still
haunted by memories of that day
and driven by the need to
understand why it happened. She
lives a life full of secrets and her
family and friends have no idea of
the supernatural world she is
immersed in or of Sara’s own very
powerful gift. In her quest for
answers about her father’s death,
Sara takes risks that expose her
and her friends to danger and puts
herself into the sights of a
sadistic vampire. On the same
fateful night she meets Nikolas, a
warrior who turns Sara’s world
upside down and is determined to
protect her even if it’s the last
thing she wants. Sara’s life starts
to spin out of control as she is
hunted by an obsessed vampire,
learns that her friends have
secrets of their own and reels from
the truth about her own ancestry.
Sara has always been fiercely
independent but in order to survive
now she must open herself to
others, to reveal her deepest
secrets. And she must learn to
trust the one person capable of
breaking down the walls around
her.
Remember Jamie Baker Kelly Oram
2016-06-10 Plagued by memory
loss, Jamie Baker searches high and
low for the answers to who she
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she's able to do things other
humans can't. A not-so-simple
task when she's hiding from the
people responsible for her amnesiaan evil scientific research company
that wants to capture her at any
cost. When Jamie's quest for the
truth reveals a devastating
betrayal from the one person she
thought she could trust, she's
forced to team up with a secret
military organization in order to
ensure her safety and stop
Visticorp's horrific human
experimenting once and for all.
The Libby Garrett Intervention
Kelly Oram 2015-10-24 Libby
Garrett is addicted to Owen
Jackson's hot lovin'. But the sexy,
popular college basketball player
doesn't appreciate all of Libby's
awesomeness. He refuses to be
exclusive or even admit to people
that they're dating. The
relationship is ruining Libby and
she's the only one who can't see it.
When Libby's behavior spirals
completely out of control, her
best friend Avery Shaw and the
rest of the Science Squad stage an
intervention hoping to cure Libby
of her harmful Owen addiction.
They put her through her very own
Twelve Step program-Owen's
Anonymous-and recruit the help of
a sexy, broody, hard as nails
coffee man to be her official
sponsor. ... Adam Koepp has
watched Libby Garrett for years.
How could he not notice the sassy
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

girl with the purple skateboard
and helmet plastered with cat
stickers? But in all the years he's
crushed on her, Libby has failed to
take notice of him. Why would she
when he was just a nobody high
school drop out who served her
apple cider several times a week?
Especially when she was hooking
up with a guy like Owen Jackson-a
guy with a college scholarship
and more abs than Kyle Hamilton.
Adam finally gets the chance to
meet Libby when his co-worker
Avery Shaw recruits him to take
Libby on the journey of a lifetime.
With his ability to play Bad Cop
and his experience with the Twelve
Step program he's the perfect
candidate to be Libby's sponsor.
But will he be able to keep his
personal feelings out of the
matter and really help her the way
she needs? And will Libby hate him
when he forces her to take an
honest look at herself?
Cinder & Ella Kelly Oram
2019-11-08 What would you do
if your anonymous Internet best
friend turned out to be
Hollywood's hottest
celebrity?Cinder458: Your
blogaversary is coming up,
right?EllaTheRealHero: Do all
those Hollywood friends of yours
know you use words like
blogaversary?Cinder458: Of
course not. I need your address.
Got you a blogaversary
present.Cinder cruises.ebookers.com
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heart flipped. Not that I was in
love with my Internet best friend
or anything. That would be
utterly ridiculous. The boy was
cocky and stubborn and argued
with everything I said just to be
infuriating. He also had lots of
money, dated models-which meant
he had to be hot-and was a closet
book nerd. Funny, rich, hot,
confident, book lover. Definitely
not my type. Nope. Not at all. It's
been almost a year since eighteenyear-old Ella Rodriguez was in a
car accident that left her crippled,
scarred, and without a mother.
After a very difficult recovery,
she's been uprooted across the
country and forced into the
custody of a father that
abandoned her when she was a
young child. If Ella wants to
escape her father's home and her
awful new stepfamily, she must
convince her doctors that she's
capable, both physically and
emotionally, of living on her own.
The problem is, she's not ready yet.
The only way she can think of to
start healing is by reconnecting
with the one person left in the
world who's ever meant anything
to her-her anonymous Internet best
friend, Cinder.Hollywood sensation
Brian Oliver has a reputation for
being trouble. There's major buzz
around his performance in his
upcoming film The Druid Prince, but
his management team says he won't
make the transition from teen
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

heartthrob to serious A-list
actor unless he can prove he's left
his wild days behind and become a
mature adult. In order to douse
the flames on Brian's bad-boy
reputation, his management stages
a fake engagement for him to his
co-star Kaylee. Brian isn't thrilled
with the arrangement-or his fake
fianc e-but decides he'll suffer
through it if it means he'll get an
Oscar nomination. Then a surprise
email from an old Internet friend
changes everything....With a
heartwarming online celebrity
romance reminiscent of Jennifer E.
Smith's This Is What Happy Looks
Like, bestselling young adult
author Kelly Oram has struck
gold with her new adult
contemporary retelling of the
timeless fairytale classic
Cinderella."A story that has it
all: tears, laughs, sparks and a
drop-dead swoonworthy hero.
Give it a while and DreamWorks
will pick up this story for a movie
adaption, no doubt." Anna
Katmore, Author of Play With Me
& Neverland "Both funny and
heart-wrenching, Cinder and Ella
will give you all the feels. It's the
best twist on the Cinderella tale I
have come across. I am not just a
fan of Kelly Oram. I am an addict."
Cassie Mae, author of Switched &
How To Hook A Bookworm
"Cinder & Ella is a beautiful
modern-day fairytale with a great
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laugh and swoon. It had me
staying up late at night to read
just one more chapter, and at the
end, I was left with a big grin on
my face." Cindi Madsen, USA Today
Bestselling Author of Falling For
Her Fianc & Cinderella Screwed
Me Over
Cindy Ella Robin Palmer
2008-02-07 The ideal L.A. fairy
tale for fans of Once Upon a Time
and L.A. Candy, from the author
of Geek Charming. Prom fever has
infected LA—especially Cindy’s
two annoying stepsisters, and her
overly Botoxed stepmother. Cindy
seems to be the only one immune to
it all. But her anti-prom letter in
the school newspaper does more to
turn Cindy into Queen of the
Freaks than close the gap between
the popular kids and the rest of
the students. Everyone thinks she’s
committed social suicide, except
for her two best friends, the yoga
goddess India and John
Hughes–worshipping Malcolm, and
shockingly, the most popular
senior at Castle Heights High and
Cindy’s crush, Adam Silver.
Suddenly Cindy starts to think
that maybe her social life could
have a happily ever after. But
there’s still the rest of the school
to deal with. With a little bit of
help from an unexpected source and
a fabulous pair of heels, Cindy
realizes that she still has a
chance at a happily ever after.
The Wrong Prom Date Alexandra
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

Moody 2020-03-09 Can a fake
relationship land her the prom date
of her dreams? Hayley Lawson has
no chance of getting a date to
prom. Thanks to a rumor gone
wrong, the boys at school are all
convinced she's only interested in
dating college guys. She certainly
isn't holding her breath waiting for
someone to ask her to the big
dance. But, when her long-time
crush returns to town, Hayley's
hopes of landing her dream date
suddenly reignite. Owen Beck is
everything she's ever wanted in a
guy, but after years of waiting,
she can't rely on fate alone to
bring them together. If she wants
to go to prom with him, she's going
to have to put her heart on the
line and ask him herself. However,
her promposal doesn't exactly go
to plan, and when Owen's twin
swoops in to 'save' her, she ends
up in the arms of the wrong
brother. She might still have a
chance with Owen though. Ethan
knows his brother better than
anyone, and he seems to think a bit
of good old fashioned jealousy
might just get Owen to ask Hayley
to the prom himself. A few weeks
faking a relationship shouldn't be
too hard. After all, Ethan is
nothing compared to Owen. Right?
Innocent Darkness Suzanne Lazear
2012-08-08 In this steampunk
faerie tale, Noli Braddock takes a
flying car out for a joyride and
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innocent wish summons Kevighn, a
handsome man who takes Noli to
the Realm of Faerie. But this isn’t a
rescue. Kevighn wants to use Noli
as a blood sacrifice to restore his
dying world.
V is for Virgin Kelly Oram
2012-12-05 Kyle Hamilton is the
quintessential bad boy, but Val
Jensen is not your typical good
girl. When Val gets dumped for her
decision to stay a virgin until
marriage, the nasty breakup goes
viral on YouTube, making her the
latest internet sensation. After
days of ridicule from her peers,
Val starts a school-wide
campaign to rally support for her
cause. She meant to make a
statement, but she never dreamed
the entire nation would get
caught up in the controversy. As
if becoming nationally recognized
as "Virgin Val" isn't enough,
Val's already hectic life starts
to spin wildly out of control
when bad boy Kyle Hamilton, lead
singer for the hit rock band Tralse,
decides to take her abstinence as a
personal challenge. How can a girl
stay true to herself when this
year's Sexiest Man Alive is doing
everything in his power to win her
over?
More Than Jamie Baker Kelly Oram
2014-02-06 Jamie Baker, the only
girl in the world with
superpowers, has now accepted
who she is and learned to control
her power. Not to mention she has
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

the best boyfriend on the planet.
Life is finally looking good. But
the day she witnesses an accident
and decides not to save the guy
out of fear of being exposed, she
realizes that simply being Jamie
Baker isn't enough. After seeing
Jamie so wrecked with guilt, the
ever-helpful Ryan Miller decides
it's time to make all of his
fantasies about turning his
girlfriend into an honest-togoodness superhero become a
reality. Of course, coming up with
a decent Super Name and fending off
all of Ryan's attempts to get her
into spandex aren't the only
problems Jamie faces. The more her
alter ego starts to make
headlines, the harder it becomes for
Jamie to hide her extracurricular
activities from her best friend, the
government, radical scientists, and
the mysterious new guy who is
determined to steal her from her
boyfriend.
Announcing Trouble Amy Fellner
Dominy 2019-08-05 I may know
everything there is to know about
baseball, but that doesn’t mean I
have to like it. Or like him. Garrett
Reeves: sidelined player and the
embodiment of everything I’ve
learned to hate about baseball.
He’s gorgeous, he’s cocky, he’s
laser-focused on getting back in
the game, no matter the cost.
When he convinces me to call
games alongside him, our chemistry
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together, whether I want to admit
it or not. I’m finding that I like
baseball again, but even worse, I’m
liking Garrett. A lot. But when he
has to decide between our future
and a new shot at his dreams, I
know baseball will win out every
time. Disclaimer: This Entangled
Teen Crush book has tons of
hilarious banter, lots of sexual
tension, and a hero who will
throw a wild pitch right at your
heart.
9 Days and 9 Nights Katie
Cotugno 2018-05-01 In this
sequel to the New York Times
bestseller 99 Days, perfect for
fans of Jenny Han and Morgan
Matson, Molly Barlow finds
herself in Europe on her summer
vacation, desperately trying to
forget everything that happened a
year ago. But over the course of
nine days and nine nights, her whole
life will be turned upside down
once more. . . . Molly Barlow isn’t
that girl anymore. A business
major at her college in Boston,
she’s reinvented herself after
everything that went down a year
ago… After all the people she hurt
and the family she tore apart.
Slowly, life is getting back to
normal. Molly has just said I love
you to her new boyfriend, Ian, and
they are off on a romantic
European vacation together,
starting with scenic London. But
there on a tube platform, the past
catches up to her in the form of
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

Gabe, her ex, traveling on his own
parallel vacation with new
girlfriend Sadie. After comparing
itineraries, Ian ends up extending an
invite for Gabe and Sadie to join
them on the next leg of their trip,
to Ireland. And Molly and Gabe
can’t bring themselves to tell the
truth about who they once were
to each other to their new
significant others. Now Molly has
to spend 9 days and 9 nights with
the boy she once loved, the boy
whose heart she shredded, without
Ian knowing. Will she make it
through as new and improved
Molly, or will everything that
happened between her and Gabe come
rushing back?
Happily Ever After (Cinder & Ella
#2) Kelly Oram 2017-04-11 The
end of one story is often the
beginning of another. Hollywood
heartthrob Brian Oliver and his
Cinderella princess Ellamara
Rodriguez have finally found love
outside the digital world. But
leaving their anonymity behind
creates a whole new set of
obstacles for the nation's new
favorite sweethearts. With the
stress of Brian's fame and the
pressures of a new relationship
weighing down on them, the It
Couple quickly begins to wonder if
they can hold on to their
newfound joy, or if maybe happily
ever after is only a fairy tale.
Ungifted Kelly Oram 2014-01-15
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for President of the United States,
Grace St. Claire is as normal a
girl as they come. She's clumsy,
shy, and an outcast among her
peers. She even manages to nearly
die in a freak accident in front of
the entire school. But when Grace
survives a vampire attack she
quickly learns that she is anything
but ordinary. There's something
about human Grace that has all
the supernaturals around her
going crazy. Her best friend's
brother suddenly wants to date
her. Her worst enemy has sworn to
protect her even against her
wishes. Someone with very
powerful magic wants her dead,
and the vampire that attacked her
has developed an obsession with
making her his eternal mate. In order
to survive-and not as Count
Dracula's undead bride-Grace dives
head first into the terrifying
world of the supernatural. She
teams up with a charming but
mysterious warlock who strolled
into town causing trouble and
spouting stories of a Prophesy and
Chosen One that looks exactly
like Grace. Together they must
figure out why Grace is different,
who wants her dead, how she's
connected to the Chosen One, and
who they can really trust.
The Catastrophic History of You
& Me Jess Rothenberg 2013 Just
before her sixteenth birthday, Brie
Eagan dies of a broken heart when
her boyfriend tells her he does not
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

love her, and she then must go
through the stages of grief, while
watching her friends and family try
to cope with her death.
The First Lie Diane Chamberlain
2013-06-04 An e-original short
story that sets the stage for
bestselling author Diane
Chamberlain's novel Necessary Lies
(September 2013). The First Lie
gives readers an early glimpse into
the life of thirteen-year-old Ivy
Hart. It's 1958 in rural North
Carolina, where Ivy lives with her
grandmother and sister on a
tobacco farm. As tenant farmers,
Ivy and her family don't have much
freedom, though she and her best
friend, Henry, often sneak away in
search of adventure...and their
truest selves. But life on the farm
takes a turn when Ivy's teenage
sister gives birth—all the while
maintaining her silence about the
baby's father. Soon Ivy finds
herself navigating the space
between adolescence and
adulthood as she tries to unravel
a dark web of family secrets and
make sense of her ever-evolving life
in the segregated South. Advance
praise for Diane Chamberlain's
Necessary Lies: "It will steal your
heart."—Katrina Kittle, author
of The Blessings of the Animals
"An emotional powerhouse."
—Mary Alice Monroe, New York
Times bestselling author of Beach
House Memories "Enthralling...[it]
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pages, and its vivid and
sympathetic characters haunted
me long after the
last."—Christina Schwarz, New
York Times bestselling author of
Drowning Ruth
Huntress Julie Hall 2020-11-17
Death was only the beginning. My
name is Audrey Lyons, and I'm dead.
I've also just learned that
everyone in the afterlife is given a
job . . . for all of eternity, and I've
been assigned to be a demon hunter.
This could be bad-physical
activity and I aren't on speaking
terms and my trainer, Logan, is as
infuriating as he is attractive.
Just when I think my life-or rather,
afterlife-is all punch, stab, rinse
and repeat, I find myself the wielder
of the most powerful sword in
existence and the key to unleashing
the apocalypse. With Satan
gunning for me, the lives of the
living, the fate of my fellow
hunters, and the balance between
good and evil now rests in my
hands. But no pressure, right? Fans
of The Mortal Instruments, Buffy
the Vampire Slayer, and
Supernatural won't want to miss
out on all the twists and turns in
this clean YA Fantasy journey.
Grab your copy of the book that
readers have called "captivating,"
"stunning," and "refreshingly
beautiful!"
The Football Girl Thatcher
Heldring 2017-04-04 For every
athlete or sports fanatic who
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

knows she's just as good as the
guys. This is for fans of The
Running Dream by Wendelin Van
Draanen, Grace, Gold, and Glory
by Gabrielle Douglass and
Breakaway: Beyond the Goal by
Alex Morgan. The summer before
Caleb and Tessa enter high school,
friendship has blossomed into a
relationship . . . and their playful
sports days are coming to an end.
Caleb is getting ready to try out
for the football team, and Tessa
is training for cross-country. But
all their structured plans derail in
the final flag game when they lose.
Tessa doesn’t want to end her
career as a loser. She really
enjoys playing, and if she’s being
honest, she likes it even more than
running cross-country. So what if
she decided to play football
instead? What would happen
between her and Caleb? Or between
her two best friends, who are
counting on her to try out for
cross-country with them? And
will her parents be upset that
she’s decided to take her hobby to
the next level? This summer Caleb
and Tessa figure out just what it
means to be a boyfriend, girlfriend,
teammate, best friend, and someone
worth cheering for. “A great next
choice for readers who have
enjoyed Catherine Gilbert
Murdock’s Dairy Queen and
Miranda Kenneally’s Catching
Jordan.”—SLJ “Fast-paced
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drama, and sweet romance…[will
have] readers looking for girlpowered sports stories…find[ing]
plenty to like.”—Booklist
“Tessa's ferocious competitiveness
is appealing.”—Kirkus Reviews
“[The Football Girl] serve[s] to
illuminate the appropriately
complicated emotions both of a
young romance and of pursuing a
dream. Heldring writes with insight
and restraint.”—The Horn Book
Chameleon Kelly Oram 2014 For
small-town rebel Dani Webber
magic and monsters are no more
real than the Easter Bunny... until
the day she accidentally stops
time. Dani quickly discovers that
not only do supernaturals exist,
but she herself is one of them. This
is great news for her life-long best
friend Russ, who can finally come
clean about his own supernatural
status and his undying love for
her. Before the two can start to
enjoy the long overdue
relationship, Dani is taken by a
powerful council of
supernaturals who believe she is
the Chosen One destined to save
them from extinction. As if being
kidnapped and expected to save the
world isn't bad enough, an ancient
prophecy warns of the Chosen
One's dark nature: "Only the
truest love will keep her an agent
for good." The council believes
they know who this "true love" is
and, unfortunately, that person
isn't Russ. The mysterious,
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powerful and devastatingly
handsome Seer is the last person
Dani wants in her life, but when she
starts having visions of a horrific
future, she has no one else to turn
to for help. Soon Dani finds herself
torn between two very different
boys with two very different
opinions of whom she can trust.
With the visions getting worse
and time running out, Dani is forced
to put aside her feelings and work
with both the Seer and Russ before
an ancient evil is unleashed upon
the earth.
Being Jamie Baker Kelly Oram
2010-06 An accident that should
end in tragedy instead gives
seventeen-year-old Jamie Baker a
slew of uncontrollable
superhuman abilities. To keep her
secret safe Jamie socially exiles
herself, earning the title of Rocklin
High's resident ice queen. But during
a supercharged encounter with
star quarterback Ryan Miller she
literally kisses anonymity
goodbye. Now the annoyingly
irresistible Ryan will stop at
nothing to melt the heart of the
ice queen and find out what makes
her so special. Unfortunately,
Ryan is not the only person on to
her secret. Will Jamie learn to
contain her unstable powers
before being discovered by the media
or turned into a government lab
rat? More importantly, can she
throw Ryan Miller off her trail
before falling cruises.ebookers.com
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Serial Hottie Kelly Oram
2012-06-01 Hockey-obsessed
tomboy Eleanor Westley has
never been the object of a guy's
affection before. So when the
hottest boy she's ever seen moves
in across the street and starts
treating her like she's the center of
his universe, naturally she's going
to be a little skeptical. But
everything starts to make sense
when girls who look just like Ellie
start dying all around the city.
Obviously the new guy is the
killer, and of course he only likes
her because he wants to slice her
into tiny pieces. Right? The more
Ellie gets to know Seth the more
she's convinced he's a
psychopathic killer. Problem is,
he's the sweetest psychopathic
killer she's ever met. Not to
mention he's brutally hot. No
matter how hard she tries, she
can't help but fall for him. Will
Ellie find true love, or will her
summer of firsts turn out to be a
summer of lasts?
Beautiful Disaster Signed Limited
Edition Jamie McGuire 2012-11-27
Travis Maddox, Eastern
University's playboy, makes a bet
with good girl Abby that if he
loses, he will remain abstinent for
a month, but if he wins, Abby must
live in his apartment for the same
amount of time.
Scion Kelly Oram 2015-04-20
Russ Devereaux used to have it
all-loving father, beautiful best
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friend, a carefree life in a town he
loved, and strong magic. He was
the king of his happy universe. Five
months ago, that life was taken
from him. Do not pass Go. Do not
collect two hundred dollars. He's
spent months fighting back and
building himself a new life, in a new
city, with new friends he now
considers family. But suddenly, his
new life might be in jeopardy of
getting shot straight to hell just
like the last one. Literally, this
time. He's discovered power inside
of him-an ancient, dark power that
he shouldn't have, can't explain,
can't control, and definitely needs
to keep secret. He needs answers,
but before he can get them, he finds
himself arrested and on his way to
face the supernatural council. The
same council that stole
everything from him the first time.
As Russ struggles to keep his new
power under wraps, his old life and
the new one are about to collide
and it's bound to be explosive. He
may not have all the answers he
needs, but one thing is certain: he'll
be damned if anyone is taking his
new life from him. That is, if he's
not just plain damned.
A Taxonomy of Love Rachael
Allen 2018-01-09 A YA
romance—with a sparkling
commercial voice and a dash of
science—that explores a
relationship over six years The
moment Spencer meets Hope the
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something at first sight. The pair
become fast friends, climbing trees
and planning world travels. After
years of being outshone by his
older brother and teased because
of his Tourette syndrome, Spencer
finally feels like he belongs. But as
Hope and Spencer get older and life
gets messier, the clear label of
“friend” gets messier, too. Through
sibling feuds and family tragedies,
new relationships and broken
hearts, the two grow together
and apart, and Spencer, an aspiring
scientist, tries to map it all out
using his trusty system of
taxonomy. He wants to identify
and classify their relationship, but
in the end, he finds that life doesn’t
always fit into easy-to-manage
boxes, and it’s this messy
complexity that makes life so rich
and beautiful.
The Never Hero T. Ellery Hodges
2014-09-12 What if when you
died, no one would ever know you
were all that stood between man
and the enemy?When Jonathan Tibbs
awakes in a puddle of his own
blood, there isn't a scratch on him
to explain it. In the weeks to
follow, he comes to find he's been
drafted for a war with a violent
otherworldly species. A war that
only he can remember. Now, the man
Jonathan imagined himself becoming
is no longer the man who can
endure his future. The first
installment in this science fiction
action adventure series, The Never
being-jamie-baker-1-kelly-oram

Hero is a gritty and honest look
at the psychological journey of a
man forced to forge himself into a
weapon. Abandoned with little
guidance, and at the mercy of a
bargain struck far outside his
reach, Jonathan races to unlock
the means to surmount the odds,
and understand the mystery behind
a conflict raging outside of time
and memory.In the end, the real
question is what Jonathan is
willing to become to save a planet
that will never see his sacrifice.
The Girl Who Wrote in Silk Kelli
Estes 2015-07-07 A USA
TODAY BESTSELLER! A
historical novel inspired by true
events, Kelli Estes's brilliant and
atmospheric debut is a poignant
tale of two women determined to
do the right thing and the power of
our own stories. The smallest
items can hold centuries of
secrets... Inara Erickson is
exploring her deceased aunt's
island estate when she finds an
elaborately stitched piece of
fabric hidden in the house. As she
peels back layer upon layer of the
secrets it holds, Inara's life
becomes interwoven with that of
Mei Lein, a young Chinese girl
mysteriously driven from her home
a century before. Through the
stories Mei Lein tells in silk, Inara
uncovers a tragic truth that will
shake her family to its core—and
force her to make an impossible
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for fans of Marie Benedict,
Susanna Kearsley, and Duncan
Jepson.
Vibes Amy Kathleen Ryan
2010-01-18 A high school girl
can read minds—and doesn’t like
what she hears—in this novel
that “will have you laughing out
loud” (Barry Lyga, author of The
Astonishing Adventures of Fanboy
and Goth Girl). Nothing is beyond
Kristi Carmichael’s disdain—her
hippie high school, her friend Jacob,
her workaholic mom. Yet for all
her attitude, Kristi has a
vulnerable side. She can hear the
thoughts of her fellow
students—a power that’s not as
cool as it sounds, since she can
hear them calling her fat and
gross. She’s hot for Gusty
Peterson, one of the most popular
guys in school, but of course,
she’s sure he thinks she’s disgusting.
And she’s still mad at her father,
who walked out on her two years
ago. Soon, a school project brings
her together with Gusty, her
father comes home and drops a
bombshell, and a friend comes out
of the closet—and suddenly she is
left doubting that she can read
people at all.
Choker Elizabeth Woods
2011-01-04 What are best
friends for? Murder, maybe. Zoe and
Cara were as close as friends
could be—until Zoe moved away in
fourth grade. Miserable without
Zoe, Cara grew into an unhappy
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sixteen-year-old, tormented by the
popular girls and nursing a
hopeless crush. Then one day Cara
returns home from a miserable day
at school to find Zoe sitting on
her bed. Shocked and delighted,
Cara agrees to hide Zoe from
troubles at home and the two
resume their friendship as though
no time has passed. Zoe even helps
Cara get up the courage to stand
up for herself and talk to her
crush. But when one of the
popular girls winds up dead, Cara
begins to suspect that Zoe is
responsible, and her questions only
feed Zoe’s anger. As Cara searches
for answers, she is forced to
confront a deadly truth….
The Accidental Movie Star Emily
Evans 2012-06 When seventeenyear-old aspiring architect Ashley
interns at an L.A. movie studio, she
expects to learn set design not
fetch tea for spoiled actors. How
did Ashley spend her summer
vacation? Imagine the hottest guy
in Hollywood. Do you see the girl
next to him, the one handing him a
cup of tea? Yeah. That’s her.
Interning on a major motion picture
is not all bad. She gets to watch
some of the scenes and even offer
her opinion. “That kiss looked lame.
Laughably weak. There’s no chance
at an MTV award with that kiss.”
LOL. Until the director says,
“Hey, Intern. Yeah, you. Ashley.
You’re right. So, teach Caspian
from
how to kiss. Oh,
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of the camera. We're going to need
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you in this next shot." OMG.
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